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	This monograph describes the synthesis and use of biologically-inspired artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) for approximation models associated with machine learning and a novel computational algorithm with which to exploit them. The reader is first introduced to various kinds of algorithms designed to deal with approximation problems and then, via some conventional ideas of organic chemistry, to the creation and characterization of artificial organic networks and AHNs in particular.


	The advantages of using organic networks are discussed with the rules to be followed to adapt the network to its objectives. Graph theory is used as the basis of the necessary formalism. Simulated and experimental examples of the use of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms with organic neural networks are presented and a number of modeling problems suitable for treatment by AHNs are described:


	·        approximation;


	·        inference;


	·        clustering;


	·        control;


	·        classification; and


	·        audio-signal filtering.


	The text finishes with a consideration of directions in which AHNs could be implemented and developed in future. A complete LabVIEW™ toolkit, downloadable from the book’s page at springer.com enables readers to design and implement organic neural networks of their own.


	The novel approach to creating networks suitable for machine learning systems demonstrated in Artificial Organic Networks will be of interest to academic researchers and graduate students working in areas associated with computational intelligence, intelligent control, systems approximation and complex networks.
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Managing Business and Service Networks (Network and Systems Management)Springer, 2001
This book is about problems and methods in managing  communication networks. The kinds of networks under consideration  include enterprise networks (i.e. those that are typically owned and  managed by businesses) and service networks (i.e. those that are owned  by service providers but leased to businesses). Given the increasing  dependence of...
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The Sustainable Network: The Accidental Answer for a Troubled Planet (Sustainable Living Series)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		"Companies with a stake in the technology industry or that have staked on the Internet (ala Google or Amazon or any of the thousands of small ecommerce companies around the world) are likely to pluck multiple nuggets of wisdom from her book."

		

		-- Heather Clancy, business journalist
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Error Control Coding: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Error Control Coding: From Theory to Practice provides a concise introduction to basic coding techniques and their application. The fundamental concepts of coding theory are explained using simple examples with minimum use of complex mathematical tools. The selection of appropriate codes and the design of decoders are discussed.
...
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Saturn from Cassini-HuygensSpringer, 2009
This book comprehensively reviews our current knowledge of Saturn featuring the latest results obtained by the Cassini-Huygens mission. A global author team addresses the planet’s origin and evolution, internal structure, composition and chemistry, the atmosphere and ionosphere, the magnetosphere, as well as its ring system. Furthermore,...
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Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008
Teach yourself the fundamentals of working with Visual Basic 2008 one step at a time. With STEP BY STEP, you work at your own pace through hands-on, learn-by-doing exercises. Whether you re a beginning programmer or new to this specific language, you ll understand the core capabilities and fundamental techniques for Visual Basic 2008 and rapidly...
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Schaum's Outline of Software EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The software life cycle is the sequence of different activities that take place during
software development. There are also different deliverables produced. Although
deliverables can be agreements or evaluations, normally deliverables are objects,
such as source code or user manuals. Usually, the activities and deliverables are...
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